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QCD is a key part of the Standard Model but quark 
confinement complicates things.

CDF QCD only tested to 5-10% 
level at high energies from 
comparison of e.g. jet 
phenomena to pert.th. 

But properties of hadrons 
calculable from QCD if fully 
nonperturbative calc. is done - 
can test QCD and determine 
parameters very accurately.
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Simplest calcs are for meson 
masses and decay constants
Decay constants related to 
annihilation rate via W or !

Br(H! µν) ∝V 2ab f
2
H

< 0|!"0"5!|H >= fHmH

fH is a property of the meson 
calculable in lattice QCD

Similarly for vector 
mesons ....



Lattice QCD =  fully nonperturbative 
QCD calculation 
RECIPE
• Generate sets of gluon fields for 
Monte Carlo integrn of Path Integral
(inc effect of sea quarks)
• Calculate averaged “hadron 
correlators” from valence q props. 

• Fix       and      to get physical results 
- extrapolate to real world

amq

• Fit for hadron masses and decay 
constants.

< 0|M†(0)M(t)|0>

a



Parameters for calculations done using improved staggered 
sea quarks. Results from other formalisms also.

real 
world

mass 
of u,d 
quarks

Volume of 
lattice also an 
issue - need                    
~ (>2.5fm)4

mu,d ! ms/10

mu,d ! ms/5

mu,d ! ms/27
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Including u, d and s sea quarks is critical for accurate results, 
but numerically expensive - particularly light mu,d. 

HPQCD/
MILC 
2008 “ratio 
plot”.

NEW: big 
improvement 
in charm 
sector

Latt./exptLatt./expt

update of:
C. Davies et al,  
hep-lat/0304004



Charm quarks in lattice QCD - heavy or light?

Key issue is discretisation errors:

Advantages of relativistic light quarks: 
•
• PCAC relation (if enough chiral symmetry) gives                  
• same action as for u, d, s, so cancellation in ratios

Esim = m
Z = 1

mca! 0.4, (mca)2 ! 0.2, αs(mca)2 ! 0.06, (mca)4 ! 0.04

Need to remove all of these errors for precision results

m= ma=0(1+A(mca)2+B(mca)4+ . . .

a! 0.1 fmfor

This is done in Highly Improved Staggered Quarks (HISQ) 
formalism, further improving Improved Staggered Quarks

E. Follana et al,  hep-lat/0610092



Overview: The gold-plated meson spectrum - HPQCD 
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Overview: Gold-plated meson decay constants - HPQCD 

CLEO-c 09

vectors preliminary



Precision decay constants now available for D, Ds :

 200  225  250  275  300

HPQCD full sea
0706.1726

FNAL/MILC full sea
0904.1895

ETMC u,d sea only
0904.0954

CLEO-c, 0806.2112,
0901.1216; 1147

BaBar
hep-ex/0607094

Belle
Charm2007

fD
fDs

agree disagree by 2.3 !

08-09

MeV

2% errors 
possible 
using HISQ  

clover c quarks

twisted mass 
quarks
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More detailed comparison - lattice vs CLEO-c  for Ds

BES aims 
for 1% 
errors on 
Ds decay 
constant ...
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Main issue in lattice QCD calcn of fDs is control of 
discretisation errors
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prelim. super/ultrafine

NEW HPQCD 
results using 
HISQ 2009
- added two 
finer MILC 
lattices
- result 
unchanged

Key remaining 
error is determn 
of lattice spacing
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Can use lattice vs expt for fDs to limit BSM physics 

C. McNeile following Akeroyd+Mahmoudi 0902.2393

e.g. presence of charged Higgs REDUCES annihilation rate

ruled out
currently

Needs 
accurate 
mc/ms



Main issue in lattice QCD calcn of fD is approach to the 
physical u/d mass limit 
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Decay constants for B and Bs mesons

Expt is very hard: for fB, exptl error (Belle 
from                  ) 20%.B ! !"

Lattice results, HPQCD 2009 using NRQCD, error 6%:

fB = 190(13)MeV

fBs = 231(15)MeV N.B no actual leptonic decay

Usefulness is in providing SM rate for:
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11BaBar Symposium April 2009 

E. Gamiz et al, HPQCD, 0902.1815

Br(Bs ! µ+µ!) = 3.5(5)" 10!9

Sensitive to new physics and will be 
seen by LHCb ...
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In future: use HISQ for b quarks also! Lots of a values
allows us to fit disc. errors over c to b range and remove. 

NRQCD b 
quarks

Extrapolated 
HISQ result

a=0.09fm 0.06fm 0.045fm
a=0.03fm is a feasible
calculation now. 

C. McNeile et al, HPQCD 
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1% accurate value for mc possible

µ= 3GeV

4

TABLE II: Simulation results for Rn(a) for di!erent lattice spacings a and moments n. The inverse lattice spacing is in GeV.
Extrapolations to a = 0 are given for each n, together with the corresponding value (in GeV) for mc(µ) when µ = 3 GeV.

a!1 1.31 1.31 1.62 1.60 1.63 2.26 2.28 3.24 Rn(a = 0) mc(µ)
R6 1.446(3) 1.445(3) 1.493(3) 1.490(3) 1.489(3) 1.512(3) 1.510(3) 1.518(3) 1.524(6) 0.989(10)
R8 1.372(3) 1.372(3) 1.387(3) 1.387(3) 1.384(3) 1.375(3) 1.373(3) 1.371(3) 1.369(6) 0.987(10)
R10 1.329(3) 1.329(3) 1.327(3) 1.327(3) 1.324(3) 1.307(3) 1.306(3) 1.304(3) 1.302(6) 0.975(18)
R12 1.294(3) 1.294(3) 1.285(3) 1.284(3) 1.281(3) 1.264(3) 1.263(3) 1.263(3) 1.262(5) 0.972(23)
R14 1.265(3) 1.265(3) 1.253(3) 1.252(3) 1.249(3) 1.233(3) 1.232(3) 1.233(3) 1.233(5) 0.971(28)
R16 1.240(3) 1.240(3) 1.229(3) 1.227(3) 1.224(3) 1.208(3) 1.207(3) 1.211(3) 1.211(5) 0.969(33)
R18 1.219(3) 1.219(3) 1.209(3) 1.206(3) 1.204(3) 1.189(2) 1.188(2) 1.192(3) 1.193(5) 0.968(38)

IV. EXTRACTING mc(µ)

To convert the extrapolated reduced moments into
c masses, we require perturbative expansions for the rn in
Eq. (8). These are easily computed from the expansions
for gn [3–9] using Eq. (7); details can be found in the Ap-
pendix. The perturbative expansions have the form

rn = 1 + rn,1!MS(µ) + rn,2!
2
MS

+ rn,3!
3
MS

+ . . . (10)

where we set the renormalization scale µ to 3 GeV [24].
The full third-order coe!cients for the n = 4, 6 moments
were computed for this analysis and are presented in the
Appendix. The third-order coe!cients for moments with
n ! 8 are only partially complete: our analysis includes
all µ-dependent terms (that is, logn(µ/mc) terms), but
the constant parts have not yet been computed. Conse-
quently we take the truncation uncertainty in rn to be of
order [25]

"rn =

!
"

#

rmax
n !4

MS
(µ) for n = 4, 6,

rmax
n !3

MS
(µ) for n ! 8,

(11)

where

rmax
n = max (|rn,1|, |rn,2|, |rn,3|) . (12)

In this paper we use !MS(3 GeV) = 0.252 (10) for the
(nf = 4) coupling constant. We derived this from the
current Particle Data Group average for the nf = 5 cou-
pling at µ = MZ , which is 0.1176 (20) [26].

Note that coe!cients in the rn expansion, Eq. (10),
depend upon mc(µ) through scale-dependent loga-
rithms, logn(µ/mc(µ)). Consequently Eq. (8) is an im-
plicit equation for mc(µ), since the mass appears on both
sides of the equation. The mc(µ)-dependence on the
right-hand side, however, is suppressed by !MS(µ), and
therefore the equation is easily solved numerically.

Our final results for the c-quark’s mass, mc(µ) at
µ = 3 GeV in the MS scheme, are listed in Table II, and
plotted in the upper-left panel of Figure 2. As is clear
from the figure, all moments agree on the mass although
the higher moments may be less trustworthy (see [2]).
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FIG. 2: mc(µ = 3 GeV) from di!erent moments of correlators
built from four di!erent lattice operators. The gray band is
our final result for the mass, 0.984 (16)GeV, which comes
from the first three moments of the pseudoscalar correlator
(upper-left panel).

We obtain our final result from the first three moments
(n = 6, 8, 10), which average to give:

mc(3 GeV) = 0.984 (16)GeV (13)

Evolving down to scale µ = mc(µ) using fourth-order
evolution [27–30], this is equivalent to [31]

mc(mc) = 1.266 (14)GeV. (14)

The leading sources of uncertainty in mc(µ) are listed
in Table III for each of the four lowest moments. Most of
the systematic changes with n in these uncertainties are
due to the fact that the moments become increasingly in-
frared as n increases. Consequently, we are not surprised
to see uncertainties related to the convergence of pertur-
bation theory grow as n grows, while uncertainties due to
the finite lattice spacing a decrease. Similarly nonpertur-
bative e"ects in the continuum part of our analysis are
expected to be negligible for the lower moments (n " 10
at least [2]), but could become important for larger n as
confinement turns on.

To test for nonperturbative e"ects, we examined the
leading gluon-condensate contribution to our analysis [2,

Best lattice result from pseudoscalar

Contnm uses vector,                 = 0.986(13) GeVR(e+e!) Kühn et al
hep-ph/0702103

mc(3GeV) = 0.986(10)GeV mc(mc) = 1.267(9)GeV

I. Allison et 
al, HPQCD, 
0805.2999 



Can also obtain accurate mc/ms and hence ms
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K-

π-

e+

K+

ν

Semileptonic weak decay processes e.g 
also calculable in lattice QCD.

CLEO-c
D0! K"e+ν
(D0! K+π")

q emits W 
and changes 
to q`

Vqq!

CKM 
element

Harder because of final state meson and current 
calculations not as good. Aim for 2% errors here also. 

D ! Kl!



Sub-percent errors need (e.g. for decay constants):

• Better than 0.5% determn of the lattice spacing.
• Lighter mu,d for less chiral extrapoln uncertainty
• Bigger volumes, e.g. (4fm)4 for      .
• Higher statistics for B 
• Lattice spacings ~ 0.03fm for relativistic B/Bs

“2nd generation” gluon configurations now being planned. 
Include improvements such as:

•                   . Allows electromagnetic effects to be inc. 
(affect hadron masses at few MeV level). Better mu, md.
• c quarks in the sea. Can check the effect of this. 
• Further improved gluon action for lower disc. errors. 

mu != md

!

FUTURE



Conclusions
• Highly improved relativistic approach (HISQ) to charm 
physics in lattice QCD achieves 2% errors for simple 
quantities - meson masses, decay constants and quark 
masses for u, d, s, and c. 
• Comparison to expt. allows limitations on (discovery 
of?) BSM physics. 
• In future can reduce lattice errors further. Exptl errors  
need to improve.
• Improved calculations of semileptonic form factors for 
D weak decays underway.
• Now applying relativistic technique to b physics ...



extrapolated results were within one standard deviation
(computed using a Gaussian approximation to !2) of the
exact result from the formula, verifying the validity of
our approach and of our error estimates.

We fit our results to the standard continuum chi-
ral expansions through first order [15], augmented by
second and third-order polynomial terms in xq !
B0mq/8("f!)2, where B0 ! m2

!/(mu + md) to leading
order in chiral perturbation theory. The polynomial cor-
rections are required by the precision of our data [26].
We include D! " D mass di!erence terms in the D/Ds

chiral expansion and take the DD!" coupling to have
the value inferred at leading order from the experimental
D! width, allowing for a 30% error from higher order ef-
fects. We correct for the finite volume of our lattice from
chiral perturbation theory, although only f! has correc-
tions larger than 0.5%. Our corrections agree within 30%
with those in Ref. [16] and we take a 50% uncertainty in
the correction. We fit the couplings in the chiral expan-
sions simultaneously to our " and K masses and decay
constants. We do the same for the masses and decay con-
stants of the D and Ds. Given the couplings, we tune
mu/d and ms so that our formulas give the experimental
values for m! and mK after correcting for the u/d mass
di!erence and electromagnetic e!ects [8, 17].

We find that finite a errors are 2–3.5 times smaller with
the HISQ quark action than with the asqtad action, but
still visible in our results. We combine the extrapolation
to a = 0 with the quark-mass extrapolation by adding
a2 dependence to our chiral formulas. We expect leading
discretization errors of various types: #sa2 and a4 er-
rors from conventional sources; and #3

sa
2, #3

sa
2 log(xu,d)

and #3
sa

2xu,d from residual taste-changing interactions
among the valence and sea light quarks. We do not have
su"cient data to distinguish between these di!erent func-
tional forms, but we include all of them (with appropriate
priors for their coe"cients) in our fits so that uncertain-
ties in the functional dependence on a2 are correctly re-
flected in our final error analysis. The a2 extrapolations
are su"ciently small with HISQ (1% or less for " and K
from fine results to the continuum; 2% for D and Ds)
that the associated uncertainties in our final results are
typically less than 0.5%. The combined chiral and con-
tinuum Bayesian fits have 45 parameters for D/Ds and
48 for "/K with 28 data points for each fit [27].

Fig. 1 shows the masses of the D and Ds as a function
of u/d quark mass. To reduce uncertainties from the scale
and from c quark mass tuning, the meson masses were
obtained from mDq

"m"c
/2+m"cexpt/2. The lines show

our simultaneous chiral fits at each value of the lattice
spacing and the dashed line the consequent extrapolation
to a = 0. The shaded bands give our final results: mDs

= 1.962(6) GeV, mD = 1.868(7) GeV. Experimental re-
sults are 1.968 GeV and 1.869 GeV respectively. We also
obtain (2mDs

"m"c
)/(2mD"m"c

) = 1.251(15), in excel-
lent agreement with experiment, 1.260(2) [2]. This last

fK/f! fK f! fDs/fD fDs fD !s/!d

r1 uncerty. 0.3 1.1 1.4 0.4 1.0 1.4 0.7
a2 extrap. 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5
finite vol. 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1
mu/d extrap. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2
stat. errors 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6
ms evoln. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5
md, QED etc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.5
Total % 0.6 1.3 1.7 0.9 1.3 1.8 1.2

TABLE II: Error budget (in %) for our decay constants and
mass ratio, where !x = 2mDx ! m"c . The errors are defined
so that it is easy to see how improvement will reduce them,
e.g. the statistical uncertainty is the outcome of our fit, so
that quadrupling statistics will halve it. The a2 and mu/d

extrapolation errors are the pieces of the Bayesian error that
depend upon the prior widths in those extrapolations. ‘ms

evolution’ refers to the error in running the quark masses to
the same scale from di"erent a values for the chiral extrapola-
tion. The r1 uncertainty comes from the error in the physical
value of r1 and the finite volume uncertainty allows for a 50%
error in our finite volume adjustments described in the text.

quantity is a non-trivial test of lattice QCD, since we are
accurately reproducing the di!erence in binding energies
between a heavy-heavy state (the $c used to determine
mc) and a heavy-light state (the D and Ds). Table II
gives our complete error budget for this quantity.

Fig. 2 similarly shows our results for decay constants
on each ensemble with complete error budgets in Table II.
fK and f! show very small discretisation e!ects and good
agreement with experiment when Vud is taken from nu-
clear % decay and Vus from Kl3 decays [2]. We obtain f!

= 132(2) MeV and fK = 157(2) MeV. Alternatively our
result for fK/f! (1.189(7)) can be used, with experimen-
tal leptonic branching fractions [8, 18], to give Vus. Using
the recent KLOE result for the K [19, 20] we obtain Vus

= 0.2262(13)(4) where the first error is theoretical and
the second experimental. This agrees with, but improves
on, the Kl3 result. Then 1"V 2

ud "V 2
us"V 2

ub = 0.0006(8),
a precise test of CKM matrix first-row unitarity.

fD and fDs
show larger discretisation e!ects but a

more benign chiral extrapolation. Our final results are:
fDs

= 241(3) MeV, fD = 207(4) MeV and fDs
/fD =

1.164(11). These results are 4–5 times more accurate
than previous full lattice QCD results [6] and exist-
ing experimental determinations. An interesting quan-
tity is the double ratio (fDs

/fD)/(fK/f!). It is esti-
mated to be close to 1 from low order chiral perturba-
tion theory [21]. We are able to make a strong quanti-
tative statement with a value of 0.979(11). Equivalently
(#Ds

/#D)/(fK/f!) = 1.005(10), where # = f
#

M . We
also obtain (fBs

/fB)/(fDs
/fD) = 1.03(3) using our pre-

vious result for the B ratio [22]. The B ratio dominates
the error but improvement of this is underway.

The results for fD and fDs
obtained from the experi-

mental leptonic branching rates coupled with CKM ma-

Complete error budget
for HPQCD calculation of decay constants
0706.1726


